INTRODUCTION
T he following is a brief study of one of Russell's unpublished manuscripts from 1905 ("On Fundamentals", mI90S) . It is very interesting because it contributes to providing the precise background to "On Denoting", chiefly on two points: (i) the rather cryptic passages where Russell succeeds in dispensing with the distinction between meaning and denotation (which is reduced to an "inextricable tangle"); (ii) the precise formulation of the main definition of the theory of descriptions in itself, which did not appear symbolically in any published version until "Mathematical Logic as Based on the Theory of Types" (Russell I908) and Principia.
As for the first point, the difficult passages from "On Denoting" are contained in pages 48-50, as constituting the third of a series of three puzzles, all of which are supposed to receive the corresponding solution through the new theory of descriptions. Russell begins by introducing a distinction between the meaning and the denotation of a denoting phrase in connection with the notion of a denoting complex (e.g., "the centre of the solar system"), then he notices a great difficulty in trying to construct a coherent theory this way. By using C for the denotation and "c" for the meaning of some denoting phrase, the difficulty is described by writing that "we cannot succeed in both preserving the connexion of meaning and denotation and preventing them from being one and the same", for when we put the denoting complex into a proposition, the proposition seems to be about C, the denotation, while if "the meaning of C" is the subject of the proposition, then the true subject seems to be the meaning of the denotation. However, this leads us to say that it is the meaning that is a complex and has denotation, so there is no longer a complex having both meaning and denotation (pp. [49] [50] . Therefore, in speaking of C itself as a subject, the true subject is rather something which denotes c: and in speaking of "C" as the meaning, what we really refer to must be rather something which denotes the meaning. That is when Russell arrives at the "inextricable tangle" passage, which I think is worth quoting:
Thus it would seem that "c" and C are different entities, such that "c" denotes C; but this cannot be an explanation, because the relation of "c" to C remains wholly mysterious; and where are we to find the denoting complex "c" which is to denote CrMoreover, when C occurs in a proposition, it is not only the denotation that occurs ...; yet, on the view in question, C is only the denotation, the meaning being wholly relegated to "C". This is an inextricable tangle, and seems to prove that thewhole distinction of meaning and denotation has been wrongly conceived. (IK, p. 50) I think "On Fundamentals" offers us some clarification of the involved puzzle, which to my knowledge constitutes its first occurrence. The difficulties in the published version proceed mainly from Russell's habit of inserting fragments from old manuscripts directly into new manuscripts without providing enough background. I do not assert that in the unpublished version everything is clear; far from that. But I think that by combining the study of "On Denoting" with that of "On Fundamentals" things become somewhat clearer. That is why I am convinced the relevant passages are worth publishing.
I have no room in this note to make comments on the literature, but I want to point out the need to study all the relevant materials written by Russell on this particular argument before proposing a particular interpretation. Coffa (in his I980, an "ingenious" dialogue between the Russell of The Principles ofMathematics, the Fregean one and that from 1905) pointed out the relevance of mI905, but after that he does not quote either its content or that of previous related manuscripts,I and terms "heroic efforts" the attempts by Hochberg (I976 I I have studied the rest of the manuscripts relevant for the theory of descriptions A New Angle on Russell's '1nextricable Tangle" 199 and I97 8 ), Ayer (I97I) and Blackburn and Code (r97 8 ) to throw some light on the celebrated passages from "On Denoting" only by saying: "Regrettably, no coherent sense can be made of those three pages, or the several passages in (I90Sb) [my mI90S) from which they derive."2 We shall see that some of the passages of "On Fundamentals" may be of some help in improving our understanding of "On Denoting".
As for the second point, Russell's first formulation of the main definition of the theory of descriptions, thanks to this manuscript we are now able to examine the first appearance of the method to constructively define (i.e. to eliminate) the definite article. Contrary to a .rather general belief, the key idea did not appear symbolically in "On Denoting", which is again the extremity of the iceberg constituted by the manuscripts of that period, but in "On Fundamentals". These passages should be of interest to scholars working on Russell's theory of descriptions and help the general reader to see the origins of Russell's theory in a new and truer historical light, being a good example of his general way of working in those years.
Given the extent of the manuscript, I shall limit my brief account to describe Russell's progress beyond what was achieved in the earlier manuscripts and point out the relevant ideas for a better understanding of "On Denoting". The extant material is divided into two parts: the first one (fos. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] is constituted by a set of discussions about the problem of meaning and denotation; the second one (fos. contains a set of paragraphs whose extension is increasing ( § §1-97) , and whose purpose is to state the "facts" relevant to the logical foundation of mathematics.
MEANING AND DENOTATION IN A DENOTING COMPLEX
The more important trait of the first part of the manuscript is that it starts from the objectivity of the meaning, in the Fregean line of forand the evolution of the general problem of denotation from Principles to 19 0 5 in my
1990
. 2 Coffa 1980, p. 69 n . 8 . Unfortunately he does not mention writings so relevant (although again they do not use the unpublished manuscripts) as: Buder 1954. Searle 195 8 , Welding 197 1 and, mainly, Cassin 1970 (which, however, suffers especially because of the lack of a study of the unpublished material). mer man·uscripts. But after that, and probably as an effect of the problems caused by the mutual self-application of meaning and denotation (see below), it Continues to consider the possibility of eliminating meaning as an "entity". With that, it would be necessary neither to oppose meaning and denotation to one another, nor to really maintain the separation in itself, leaving only the denoting complex and the entity denoted by it. Because of that Russell continually works with the difference between meaning-positions and entity-positions of denoting complexes (among which we find descriptions) inside wider complexes (e.g. propositions).
The discussion starts from the following "Important Principle: If a denoting expression denotes a meaning, and is put in a meaningposition in a complex, it will be the meaning meant by the denoting expression, not the meaning denoted, that will occur there" ( mI 9 0 5, fo1. 3). And this principle seems to state the meaning (Frege's Sinn) as something objective, for it can be denoted. Immediately Russell says that with this principle we can see why "things go wrong": when we link a variable in a meaning-position and a variable in an entityposition, we must avoid denoting complexes: in the first case they stand for their meaning; in the second for their denotation. Whereas when we try to vary what appears as meaning in a denoting complex, "we must be able to specifY what varies, and this can only be done if what varies occurs as entity, not as meaning" (fo1. 4). That is to say: "a denoting meaning can only be spoken of by means of denoting concepts which denote the meaning in question" (fo1. 7), and for that, when we make "the substitution of what is denoted for a denoting concept, it is essential that what is denoted should not itself denote" (fo1. 9)· On the contrary we would interpret it (erroneously) as meanmg.
The beginning of a solution appears with the rejection of the objectivity of the meaning implicitly caused by the presentation of denotation as being: "Evety complex has meaning and being. Qua meaning, it is not one entity, but a compound of several" (fo1. 12). So, although we continue to maintain the distinction between meaning and denotation, and denoting complexes have both (which is essential for the solution of the identity paradoxes), meaning is now something linguistic and symbolic (as indication was in the Principles). Thus denotation results in being identified with the entity itself, losing its A New Angle on Russell's '1nextricable Ttmgle" 201 character of a twofold relation because of the failure of one of the two objects (the meaning, which is no longer objective): "What the complex is is what we have called its denotation. There is no entity which is the complex as meaning, because the complex as meaning is not an entity" (ibid.); also: "the meaning per se is not one entity, and can't be denoted" (fo1. 14). . This line gives the basis for a definite solution to the problem of denoting complexes (whose notation is (CO x)3), transforming them into a matter of "structure" (fo1. 14). Now they can be regarded as functions, which, as Frege claimed, are not entities. So, in (CO x) "C is inseparable, and is nothing by itself; for it is part of the meaning of (COx), and is therefore not necessarily one entity at all" (fo1. 12).
Hence the later pre-eminence of Frege's context principle, which is implicit in the theory of descriptions. 4
The second part of "On Fundamentals" embraces the context of "On Denoting" and starts from. th~mentioned solution: a complex occurs as meaning when it is affirmed, whereas it occurs as being when its truth is affirmed (fo1. 18, § §3-4), which respectively determine meaning-positions and entity-positions (see above). Immediately Russell considers the way in which complexes occur in other complexes: "When a complex A occurs in a complex. B, if A occurs as meaning, its constituents are constituents of B, but if it occurs as entity, its constituents are not constituents of B" ( §I9). This has the 3 Probably raken from Cayley (according £0 a personal communication by 1. Grauan-Guinness), and already in Whirehead's Universal Algebra (Cambridge: 1898), p. 144 (which was poinred our £0 me by Nick Griffin). 4 Russell is somewhar doubtful before so drastic a decision: "... we musr admit that a complex as entity, at least when it is proposidonal, depends upon its consdruenrs, and becomes a differenr enrity if we substirute for a denodng constiruenr eirher another with rhe same denotation, or the denotation itself Thus when (COx) is. propositional, if not in all cases, the x must be a constiruent of (COx) as enrity, not only of (COx) as meaning. Thus the theory begun on p. 12 must be wrong. We must not say rhar the being of a denoting complex is irs denotation, nor must we deny that there is such an entity as the meaning of a complex" (mI905, fol. 17). But finally the view obtained the pre-eminence through the recognition of the objectivity of the complex in itself, and the rejection of its meaning as enrity. conseq uence that, for exampl e, "the author of Waverl ej' occurs in "Scott is the author of Waverl ej' in four senses. As entity: (I) when it may be replace d by any other entity withou t loss of signific ance; (2) when its denota tion may be substitu ted withou t altering the truthvalue of the propos ition. As meanin g: (3) when its constit uents are constit uents of the propos ition; (4) when. "the propos ition, tho' it retains its truth-v alue, does not retain its identity , when we substit ute for 'the author of Waverle y' either 'Scott' or a comple x which denotes Scott" ( §2I).
This leads Russell to speak of primar y and second ary occurre nces ( § §23-3 0), and their mutual relation s, which has the conseq uence (among others) of returni ng to the ontolog ical distinc tion of the Principles betwee n concep ts and things, the former being those entities which can occur only as meanin gs and the latter those which are not concep ts ( §30) .
At this point we arrive at the climax: the momen t when the paradox destroy ing the meanin g-deno tation distinc tion appears . It coincid es with the momen t (the more import ant one) in the later "On Denoti ng" when the solutio n mentio ned above is present ed: when referrin g to denotin g comple xes ( §35):
When a concept has meaning and denotat ion, if we wish to say anythin g about the meaning , we must put it in an entity-po sition; but if we put it itself in an entity-p osition, we shall be really speaking about the denotat ion, not the meaning , for that is always the. case when a denotin g complex is put in any entity-p osition. Thus in order to speak about the meaning , we must substitu te for the meaning somethi ng which denotes the meaning . Hence the meaning of denotin g complex es can only be approac hed by means of complexes which denote those meaning s. This is what complex es in inverted commas are. Ifwe say '''any man' is a denotin g complex ", "any man" stands for "the meaning of the complex 'any man''', which is a denotin g concept . But this is circular; for we use "any man" in explaini ng "any man". And the' circle is unavoid able. For if we say "the meaning of any man", that will stand for the meaning of the denotat ion of any man, which is not what we want.
At last Russell realizes that the key to the problem is the mutual application of the two notions . If we insist in mainta ining them, Russell adds, we shall be forced to admit that, C being a denotin g comple x:
(1) "'the meanin g of C' does not denote the meanin g of c: but the meanin g of the denota tion of C"; and (2) '''the denota tion of C does not mean the denotat ion of C, but 'the denota tion of C'" ( §37)· For Russell such facts show that meanin g and denota tion are insepar able, and the impossi bility of inventin g a symboli sm which will avoid. the necessity of distingu ishing the twO sides in complex es. For "the meaning of C" and "the denotat ion of C" both have the twO sides, and are therefor e in no way less two-fold than" C" itself. (Ibid.)
The conclus ion is already unavoid able: when we speak of a comple x it consists in "C", but not in C, therefo re we have no longer "one complex with the twO aspects of meanin g and denota tion, but twO entities , 'C, the comple x, and C, the denota tion of'C'" ( §39)· Thus we come back to the view of the Principl es by only reducin g the meanin g to languag e and the denotat ion to reality.
Thus, the main point against the distinc tion betwee n meanin g and denota tion is that any attemp t to speak about the meanin g or the denotat ion of a denotin g phrase leads us to other phrases which, if the theory is correct, also need to have meanin g and denotat ion, which is finally circular . Therefo re, the difficul t argume nts from "On Denoting" become somew hat simplifi ed, as soon as one realizes that the type of vicious circle Russell had in mind was of the form of an endless regress, which is not made very clear in "On Denoti ng".
Russell returne d to a similar argume nt to the one we have seen in the manusc ript, but it took place six years later, in "Know ledge by Acquai ntance and Knowle dge by Descrip tion" (I9 II ). There we read that if in "Scott is the author of Waverle j' we regard the denota tion of ':the author of Waverle j' as the denota tion of what "the author of Waverle j' means, we cannot avoid the endless regress:
Let us cal1 the meaning of "the author of Waverley " M. Thus M is what "the author of Waverle j' means. Then we are to suppose that "Scott is the author of Waverley " means "Scott is the denotat ion of M". But here we are explaining our proposi tion by another of the same form, and thus we have made no progress towards a real explana tion. "The denotat ion of M", like "the author· of Waverley "; has both meaning and denotati on, on the theory we are examining. If we cal1 its meaning M', our proposi tion become s "Scott is the denotati on of M'''. But this leads at once to an endless regress. Russell's '1nextricable Ttmgle" 205 Curiously enough, the endless regress involved in the three Occurrences of the argument appears when we try to eliminate a "form" by resorting to a proposition which has the same form, and this seems to me to be somewhat equivalent to Bradley's paradox against relations: if we say that relations are entities relating terms, then we have to give an aCCOUnt of how they are related to those terms, which immediately leads us to an endless regress. Thus, the ghost of the old master survivedRussell's official abandonment of some of his explicit doctrines in his "idealistic" period.
4· THE FIRST THEORY OF DESCRIPTIONS
The last step consists in applying this to descriptions. Russell's method here is already the same as the one followed in the published version, with the sole difference that instead of taking a function of an individual as the object of the definition ((lX)(<j>x», the thing defined here is this same function, but with regard to the unique member of a unit class; in symbols: (<j>ll'U). but propositions in which it occurs have significance" (fol. 38, §40), which involves the pre-eminence of the Fregean (and Peanian)6 principle of the context over the Moorean one of the "constituents" (through the idea of defining "in use"). Secondly, the problem of denotation vanishes, together with the Fregean need for a conventional denotation: 7 "Thus in regard to denoting phrases of t~is sort, the question of meaning and denotation ceases to exist" (ibid, fo1. 38, §40). Finally, it seems that this conclusion can be generalized to all complexes:
The above theory leads to the result that all denoting functions are meaningless in themselves, and are only significant when they occur as constituents of propositions. Hence all complexes become undenoting: they will be such as propositions, propositional functions, modes of combination, etc. (Fol. 39, §4I ) We can imagine the way from this to the substitutional theory, the theory of types and incomplete symbols in general. The way is not so clear if we read only "On Denoting", where we only find the results of all the former investigations. Now, once the distinction between meaning and denotation is rejected (in the last analysis, the one between Sinn and Bedeutung) by means of the transformation of the first one into something subjective (returning to the Principles), and the second one into something unique, the objective of making clear the mystery of descriptive functions (or denoting and unambiguous complex-concepts) could be realized.
However, these consequences were published, and even then in a very incomplete way, only five years later in Principia (for I908 was limited to technical progress). Two other effects were the disappear-6 I have provided the background for stating the heritage from Frege and Peano regarding the theory of descriptions in my 1992. One of my main points there is to show that Peano already had enough resourses for completely (and symbolically) eliminating the definite article in ceJ.tain contexts where the required conditions of existence and uniqueness were missing. For a general account of the achievements of the Peano school and its influence on Russell see my 1991, Chaps. 3 and 4. 7 In m1905, §64,. fo1. 58, Russell claims for the arbitrariness of conventional denotations, which are eliminated in the system as a consequence of his theory of descriptions.
ance of the' problem of subsistence and the reformulation of the problem of truth. The first one took place only in a secondary way, and not as if Meinong was the"main enemy", as suggested by "On Denoting". The~econd one, originated by the need to maintain the question within the limits of correspondenc e with facts (although admitting no "negative facts"), had to require a new theory of judgment, now regarding it as a "multiple-rela tion"g instead of a single one between mind and one entity.9 8 In my 1990 I have shown how some of these consequences were developed with regard to the theory of descriptions itself, whereas in my 1989 I have pointed out the rest of them as to the substitutional theory, the theory of logical types, the generalization of the incomplete symbols and the attempts at developing the new theory of judgment.
9 My thanks are due to Nick Griffin for his remarks on a previous version of this paper, which made possible to improve both my English and the content itself. I am also grateful to Ivor Grattan-Guinnes s for his comments, which allowed some more improvements, and to the Russell Archivist and editor orthis journal, for kind help with the final version and information provided. 
